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HURRICANE CLASSIC COLLECTION  RRP 2022

White/Gold/Silver/Bronze/Rosé 

Hurricane Lamps are hand-blown in Bohemia, home to the World’s best glassblowers. Every sample is one-
of-a–kind with it’s own unique variations, creating the most beautiful light possible. The ‘fire polished’ edge 
gives the lamp an even more personal feeling and the rough edge has become our quality trademark. The 
lamp is just as stunning during the day as it is during the night. Hurricane Lamps in Silver, Gold, Bronze and 
Rosé, are hand-painted in metallic colors. It gives the lamp a vibrant and very special transparent glow in lit 

conditions.

       White/Silver/Gold/Bronze/Rosé  
HURRICANE SMALL     € 79
7,5 cm in diameter 9 cm high     
minimum order 6 pcs
    
HURRICANE MEDIUM    € 249
14 cm in diameter 18 cm high    
minimum order 4 pcs

HURRICANE LARGE     € 499
19 cm in diameter 28 cm high.    
 
HURRICANE EXTRA LARGE    € 690
22 cm in diameter 36 cm high.     
 
 
HURRICANE CANDLE (6-pac)              € 18 (6-pac)
5 cm in diameter and cm, 20 cm high.    (RRP € 7,5 per candle)
Burn time 40 hr   
6 pcs in a case 
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HURRICANE CRYSTAL COLLECTION 
    

Crystal Clear/Crystal Strict/Crystal Black

Crystal collection is our most prestigious lamps in 100% Bohemian crystal, magnificently cut by skilled bohemian 
craftsmen. Their design of the deep cuts is somewhat anarchic, but playing on the vintage design and formality of cut 
crystal as we know it. Black crystal is extremely exclusive since its only melted occasional times a year.

      Clear   Strict              Black  
HURRICANE CRYSTAL SMALL         € 119                     € 119   € 139
8 cm in diameter 9 cm high   
minimum order 6 pcs

HURRICANE CRYSTAL MEDIUM      € 399          € 399     € 599
14 cm in diameter 18 cm high      
minimum order 4 pcs

HURRICANE CRYSTAL LARGE € 895              € 895   € 1.399 
19 cm in diameter 28 cm high  
 
 
HURRICANE CRYSTAL LILY   € 895              
16 cm in diameter 43 cm high 
   
 
HURRICANE CRYSTAL XL              € 1.900   € 1.900   € 3.950
ca 23 cm in diameter 36 cm high     
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HURRICANE SODA

Hurricane Soda is made by old traditional craftsmanship, by adding sodium carbonate during the 
manufacturing process, bubbles appears inside the glass. The lamp is completely unique and no lamp is the 
same as the next. The lamp gets its individual character with many bubbles or just a few, which then form a 
specific pattern, unique to that one particular lamp.

HURRICANE SODA               White/Black
10 cm in diameter 12 cm high   €129  
minimum order 6 pcs     
 
 
 
 
 
HURRICANE SODA     Pink/Aqua
10 cm in diameter 12 cm high    €129 
minimum order 6 pcs     
 
 
 
 
 
HURRICANE SODA     Lemon
10 cm in diameter 12 cm high    €129 
minimum order 6 pcs      
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HURRICANE BOULE

Skogsberg&Smart’s Hurricane Boule is blown in Bohemia, home to the world’s most renowned glass blowers, 
and will be an addition to the classic collection. Hurricane Boule is available in clear glass, amber and smoke 
blue. Every peice is unique and handblown and we make it in 4 standard colors and from now and then in 

limited editon colors.

 
HURRICANE BOULE MINI    Clear/Amber/Smoky Blue/Smoky Grey                                                                                               
5 cm in diameter 12 cm high    Rosé/Sage/Green
(minimum order 12 pcs)                                                € 69                           
                                                                                    
                                         

HURRICANE BOULE                           Clear/Amber/Sage/ Smoky Grey/Green            
10 cm in diameter 12 cm high    Rosé/Olive/Smoky Blue/Misty Blue
(minimum order 6 pcs)                                                € 109                                    
                                                                                     
                                                     
 
HURRICANE BOULE LARGE    Clear/Amber/Sage/ Smoky Grey/Green/Rosé 
14 cm in diameter 18 cm high                                        € 449                                   
(minimum order 4 pcs)  
 
 
HURRICANE BOULE LARGE                          White 
14 cm in diameter 18 cm high                                        € 489                                   
(minimum order 4 pcs)    
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HURRICANE LAMP BOULE
Clear, SSHURRBOULE001 
Amber,  SSHURRBOULE002 

             

HURRICANE LAMP BOULE
Smoky Blue, SSHURRBOULE003 
Green, SSHURRBOULE004

      

 
HURRICANE LAMP BOULE
Smoky Grey, SSHURRBOULE005
Rosaline, SSHURRBOULE006

 

 
 
HURRICANE LAMP BOULE
Misty Blue, SSHURRBOULE007
Sage, SSHURRBOULE009 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HURRICANE LAMP BOULE
Olive, SSHURRBOULE010

CLEAR AMBER

MISTY BLUE

OLIVE

SMOKY BLUE GREEN

SMOKY GREY ROSALINE

SAGE

HURRICANE BOULE

HURRICANE LAMP BOULE     € 109
10 cm in diameter 12 cm high     
(minimum order 6 pcs)
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HURRICANE BOULE PERFUMED CANDLE

Skogsberg&Smart are launching their first scented candles in the
beautiful Hurricane Boule. An Eco friendly soy candle perfumed with exclusive scents. 

 
Morning Glory is soft like a summer morning and will fill your home with notes of grapefruit saff-
ron, black pepper and amber. It burns for 55-60 hours and afterwards you can easily wash your 

Hurricane Boule with soap and water and abracadabra you have a beautiful Hurricane lamp that 
will glow in the dark. 

 
Night Fever is black like the Swedish winter and the scent will awake the feeling of deep midwin-
ter forest. A sensuel and exclusive scent that consist of birch, rose, jasmine and leather. It burns for 
55-60 hours and afterwards you can easily wash your Hurricane Boule with soap and water and 

abracadabra you have a beautiful black vase.
 
                                                                           
                                                                               
MORNING GLORY                 Opal white
10 cm in diameter 12 cm high     € 165 
minimum order 6 pcs      

                               
 
NIGHT FEVER                 Black
10 cm in diameter 12 cm high     € 165 
minimum order 6 pcs     
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                           HURRICANE PLATEAU COLLECTION

Hurricane Boule Plateau is a beutiful tray made by highly skilled artisans in bohemia, home to the world’s 
most famous glass blowers. By organizing items on a beutiful tray your home will look less cluttered.

 

HURRICANE PLATEAU   Clear
24 cm in diameter 5 cm high   € 585  
minimum order 2 pcs     
 
 
 
 
 
HURRICANE PLATEAU               Amber
24 cm in diameter 5 cm high    € 585 
minimum order 2 pcs     
 
 
 
 
 
HURRICANE PLATEAU    Sea
24 cm in diameter 5 cm high    € 585 
minimum order 2 pcs      
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                           HURRICANE SPRITZ COLLECTION

Hurricane Spritz is created by using an ancient glassblowing technique. The hot glass i pressed into a 
unique metal mold and thereafter we are adding sodium carbonate during the manufacturing process. 

This enables bubbles to appear, like magic, inside the glass creating the distinct pattern. 
 

 
 
                                                                                   
HURRICANE SPRITZ                            Amber/Sea/Tobacco  
10 cm in diameter 12 cm high     € 149
minimum order 6 pcs                                                     
                                                                                                    
                               
HURRICANE SPRITZ LARGE    Amber/Sea/Tobacco 
14 cm in diameter 18 cm high     € 489 
minimum order 4 pcs                                                     
   
 

           SPRITZ AMBER                     SPRITZ SEA                                SPRITZ TOBACCO           
     
 


